
 

 

 

 

 

B-aparthotels expands to the Netherlands opening first property in The Hague 

B-aparthotels is delighted to announce the opening of its latest aparthotel property -  the ‘B-

aparthotel Kennedy’ in The Hague, which marks the beginning of the company’s expansion 

outside Belgium. 

Situated between the city centre and the beach in The Hague, the 50 luxury one-bedroom 

apartments and 10 connecting studios accompany a fitness area, breakfast lounge, communal 

laundry room and private parking zone. 

B-aparthotels operates 5 properties containing 203 apartments in Brussels, Belgium and the 

6th and latest opening brings their total portfolio to 263 apartments. In addition, in early 2017 

B-aparthotels will also open their Amsterdam property with another 57 apartments, giving B-

aparthotels a good footprint over the Benelux region. Established in Belgium since 2007, the 

company sees the Netherlands as an ideal market to roll out their brand. 

Feedback from both corporate and leisure travelers in Belgium to the aparthotel product has 

been very positive, so the expansion to the Netherlands is the logical progression for the 

brand. B-aparthotel Kennedy has now been open since 28th of March, and the first reviews are 

above average for the market in The Hague. 

Examples of recent reviews: 

 



Posted: 13 april 2016 

I cant wait to go back 

Bruno , Spain (13-04-16) 

Good: I dont usually write a review, but this place deserves a mention. The staff will make 

everything to make your stay as pleasant as possible. The area is beautiful, comfort is great, and 

if you need something, you know you have a team willing to help. 
 

Posted: 3 april 2016 

Exceptional 

Don , Belgium (03-04-16) 

Good: Hotel was still in its test phase and the staff was excellent. We stayed in one of the 

apartments and it was excellent! Great location..city centre and shopping street "De Fred" are 

nearby as well as the photomuseum. Great addition to the list of The Hague hotels!  

Bad: Nothing at all! 
 



 


